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This	talk	is	about	...	

The	Tradeoff	between	Communica+on	and	Compu+ng	in	Distributed	Compu+ng	



•  Job	processing	is	divided	into	Map	and	Reduce	tasks	across	servers	
•  Data	Shuffling	(communica+on)	is	done	aKer	Map	Execu+on	to	

proceed	to	the	reduc+on	phase	

•  Hadoop:	An	open-source	implementa+on	of	MapReduce	
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MapReduce:	A	Framework	for	Distributed	Compu+ng	
	

Input File

Map Map Map

Reduce Reduce Reduce

Split

Map Tasks Assignment

Data Shuffling

Intermediate (key,value) pairs

Output (key,value) pairs



•  Job:	Count	the	numbers	of	words	in	a	book	
•  Book	has	6	chapters	
•  Interested	in	3	words,	denoted	as	A,	B,	C	
•  Compu+ng	resources:	3	servers	interconnected	with	a	mul+cast	LAN	network	

•  Each	server	processes	2	chapters	(minimum	processing)	
•  Intermediate	value	a1	indicates	that	A	appears	a1	+mes	in	Chapter	1		

•  12	Intermediate	values	are	exchanged	for	Reduce	tasks	
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Example:	Word-Coun+ng	using	MapReduce	

Server 1: count A

Server 2: count B Server 3: count C

Chapter 1 (a1,b1,c1)
Chapter 2 (a2,b2,c2)

Chapter 4 (a4,b4,c4)
Chapter 3 (a3,b3,c3) Chapter 5 (a5,b5,c5)

Chapter 6 (a6,b6,c6)

b1,b2,c1,c2

a3,a4,c3,c4 a5,a6,b5,b6



•  A	general	MapReduce	job	
•  Input	file	contains	N	subfiles	
•  Q	output	keys:	W1,…,WQ	

•  Each	key	needs	to	be	evaluated	using	N	intermediate	values,	one	from	a	subfile	

•  K	available	servers	connected	via	a	mul+cast	LAN	network	
•  Network	capacity:	1	intermediate	value	per	channel	use	

•  Communica+on	Load	of	the	Conven+onal	MapReduce	
•  Each	server	evaluates	Q/K	output	keys	
•  Each	server	processes	N/K	subfiles	

•  Needs	another	Q/K	(N-N/K)	intermediate	values	

•  Communica+on	Load	(#	of	channel	uses	during	data	shuffling):	
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Communica+on	Load	of	MapReduce	

LMR = QN

✓
1� 1

K

◆

Communica+on	is	a	bo`leneck!	

Three parameters: K, N, Q 



	
	

•  How	can	we	reduce	the	communica+on	load?	
•  Do	more	computa+on:	no	communica+on	needed	with	K	+mes	more	computa+on	

•  How	to	op+mally	trade	communica+on	with	compu+ng?	
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Communica+on	Load	vs.	Computa+on	Load	

communica+on	load	

LMR	

x	K	 computa+on	load	
0

QN(1� 1/K)



•  Example:	
•  Each	server	processes	4	chapters	(2	+mes	more)	in	the	word-coun+ng	example	

•  6	intermediate	values	are	exchanged		
•  If	each	server	does	r	+mes	more	processing,	can	save	communica+on	load	by	

•  We	call	this	repe++on	gain	
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Uncoded	Shuffling	Scheme	

K � 1

K � r
= 1 +

r � 1

K � r

Server 1: count A

Server 2: count B Server 3: count C

Chapter 1 (a1,b1,c1)
Chapter 2 (a2,b2,c2)

Chapter 4 (a4,b4,c4)
Chapter 3 (a3,b3,c3) Chapter 5 (a5,b5,c5)

Chapter 6 (a6,b6,c6)

b1,c3

a5,c4 a6,b2

Chapter 5 (a5,b5,c5) Chapter 1 (a1,b1,c1)

Chapter 3 (a3,b3,c3)
Chapter 4 (a4,b4,c4)

Chapter 6 (a6,b6,c6) Chapter 2 (a2,b2,c2)
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Uncoded	Shuffling	Scheme	

communica+on	load	

LMR	

x	K	 computa+on	load	
0

Uncoded	Shuffling	

K � 1

K � 2
⇥

x	2	 x	r	

K � 1
K � r

⇥

Can we do better? 
Can we get a non-vanishing gain as K gets large? 

≈	1	(for	large	K	and	fixed	r)!	
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Main	Result:	Coded	MapReduce	

communica+on	load	

LMR	

x	K	 computa+on	load	
0

Uncoded	

K � 1

K � 2
⇥

x	2	 x	r	

Coded	MapReduce	

⇡ r⇥
⇡ 2⇥

⇡ 1⇥

•  Slashing	the	communica+on	load	by	coding	
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Main	Result:	Coded	MapReduce	

When	doubling	the	processing	load	(r),	Coded		
MapReduce	can	cut		the	communica+on		

load	by	more	than	50%.	Without	coding,	the		
reduc+on	would	have	been	only	a	factor	of			

(K-1)/(K-2),	which	vanishes	as	K	increases	
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Conventional Approach

Uncoded Shuffling

Coded MapReduce

repe++on	gain	

coding	gain	

N	=	1200	subfiles,	Q	=	10	output	keys,	
K	=	10	servers	

lim
N!1

LCMR(r)

LMR
=

K � r

K � 1
· 1
r

Theorem: Consider a job of using K servers to evaluate Q keys in an in-

put file consisting of N subfiles, where each subfile is repetitively assigned to

p (p  K) servers, and is randomly and uniformly mapped at r (r  p) of

those servers. Then the communication load of the proposed Coded MapRe-

duce scheme LCMR(r) satisfies

repe++on	gain	

coding	gain:	scales	linearly		
with	#	of	repe++ve	processing	
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Another	Interpreta+on	of	the	Result	

16

B. Tradeoff Between the Map Processing Time and the Communication Load

As demonstrated in Theorem 1, Coded MapReduce can cut off the communication load by a factor of 1� 1
K

1�r

(rK), where
1� 1

K
1�r

is the repetition gain from having the servers know the values from more subfiles locally by mapping each subfile at
more than one server (rK � 2), and a coding gain of rK on top of the repetition gain can be achieved by utilizing the
multicast opportunities as described by the Coded MapReduce scheme presented in Section V-A. Both the repetition gain and
the coding gain increase when the mapping of each subfile is repeated at more servers (larger r). However, the average overall
processing time for the Map tasks becomes longer to wait for more servers to finish mapping the same subfile.
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Conventional MapReduce

Coded MapReduce

rK=7

rK=1
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rK=6

Fig. 5. The performance of the Coded MapReduce for a job with N = 1200 subfiles, Q = 10 keys, K = 10 servers and pK = 7 repetitive assignments of
each subfile. The Map processing rate at each server µ = 500. This figure demonstrates the tradeoff between the processing time to map one subfile at rK
servers and the communication load in the following shuffling phase.
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Conventional MapReduce

Coded MapReduce

rK=7

rK=1
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rK=6

Fig. 6. The performance of the Coded MapReduce for a job with N = 1200 subfiles, Q = 10 keys, K = 10 servers and pK = 7 repetitive assignments
of each subfile. The Map processing rate at each server µ = 500. This figure demonstrates the tradeoff between the overall Map processing time and the
communication load in the following shuffling phase.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose Coded MapReduce, a joint framework that aims to improve the performance of data shuffling in
a MapReduce environment. We demonstrate through analytical analysis that, by carefully assigning repetitive Map tasks onto
different servers and smartly coding the transmitted message bits across keys and data blocks, Coded MapReduce can slash
the inter-server communication load by a factor that grows linearly with number of servers in the system. An interesting future
direction is to consider a software implementation of Coded MapReduce in Hadoop clusters to demonstrate the coding gain
for reducing the inter-server communication load of the shuffling phase in such clusters.

r=2	

r=4	
r=5	

r=3	

r=6	
r=7	

r=1	



•  Sending	bit-wise	XORs	of	the	required	intermediate	values	
•  Each	server	cancels	the	undesired	messages	using	local	processing	results	
•  Simultaneously	sa+sfies	mul+ple	data	requests	in	a	single	channel	use		

•  Using	Coded	MapReduce,	data	shuffling	can	be	finished	in	3	channel	uses	
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Key	Coding	Technique:	Coded	Mul+cast	



•  Careful	assignment	of	MapTasks	to	servers,	such	that	mul+cast	coding	
opportunity	of	size	r	arises	in	the	shuffling	phase	

•  Example:	K=Q=4,	N=12,	r=2	
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Key	Challenge	

Server 1

Map

Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6

(A,10)[1], (B,25)[1], (C,15)[1], (D,6)[1]
(A,10)[2], (B,25)[2], (C,15)[2], (D,6)[2]
(A,10)[3], (B,25)[3], (C,15)[3], (D,6)[3]
(A,10)[4], (B,25)[4], (C,15)[4], (D,6)[4]
(A,10)[5], (B,25)[5], (C,15)[5], (D,6)[5]
(A,10)[6], (B,25)[6], (C,15)[6], (D,6)[6]

Server 2 Server 3 Server 4

Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6

(A,10)[1], (B,25)[1], (C,15)[1], (D,6)[1]
(A,10)[2], (B,25)[2], (C,15)[2], (D,6)[2]
(A,10)[3], (B,25)[3], (C,15)[3], (D,6)[3]
(A,10)[4], (B,25)[4], (C,15)[4], (D,6)[4]
(A,10)[5], (B,25)[5], (C,15)[5], (D,6)[5]
(A,10)[6], (B,25)[6], (C,15)[6], (D,6)[6]

(A,11)[7], (B,21)[7], (C,15)[7], (D,5)[7]
(A,14)[8], (B,21)[8], (C,18)[8], (D,5)[8]
(A,10)[9], (B,21)[9], (C,16)[9], (D,5)[9]
(A,15)[10], (B,21)[10], (C,17)[10], (D,5)[10]
(A,15)[11], (B,21)[11], (C,19)[11], (D,5)[11]
(A,10)[12], (B,21)[12], (C,14)[12], (D,5)[12]

Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Chapter 10
Chapter 11
Chapter 12

Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Chapter 10
Chapter 11
Chapter 12

(A,11)[7], (B,21)[7], (C,15)[7], (D,5)[7]
(A,14)[8], (B,21)[8], (C,18)[8], (D,5)[8]
(A,10)[9], (B,21)[9], (C,16)[9], (D,5)[9]
(A,15)[10], (B,21)[10], (C,17)[10], (D,5)[10]
(A,15)[11], (B,21)[11], (C,19)[11], (D,5)[11]
(A,10)[12], (B,21)[12], (C,14)[12], (D,5)[12]

Fig. 2. The Map tasks execution for the naive Map tasks assignment. Each server counts the number of occurrences of A, B, C and D in the assigned
chapters, and generates 4 intermediate (key,value) pairs. For example, a pair (A, 10)[1] indicates that A appears 10 times in Chapter 1.

• At each time slot t 2 N, one of the K servers,
say Server k, creates a message of F bits as
a function of the intermediate values known by
that server after the Map tasks execution, denoted
by Xk,t = �k,t ({vqn : q 2 {1, . . . , Q}, n 2 M0

k}), and
sends it via the multicast network to all other servers.

• The communication process continues for T times slots,
until Server k, for all k 2 {1, . . . ,K}, is able to success-
fully construct the intermediate values needed to execute
the reducers for the keys in Wk, based on the messages
it receives from other servers and its own Map outcomes
for the keys in Wk (i.e., {vqn : q 2 Wk, n 2 M0

k}).
• The communication load of a data shuffling scheme,

denoted by L, is defined as L , E{T}, i.e., the average
number of communication time slots required for that
scheme, where the average is taken over all possible Map
tasks execution outcomes (i.e., which of the rK servers
out of the pK servers have mapped each subfile). ⇤

As a baseline, we can consider the conventional MapReduce
approach where each subfile is assigned to and mapped at
only one server (pK = rK = 1). In this setting, each server
maps N

K subfiles, obtaining N
K intermediate values for each

of its assigned keys. Since each server reduces Q
K keys, the

communication load for the conventional approach is

Lconv = K · Q
K

·
✓

N � N

K

◆

= QN

✓

1� 1

K

◆

. (1)

By increasing p and r beyond 1
K , each subfile is now

repeatitively mapped at rK > 1 servers and the total
number of executed Map tasks increases by rK times:
K
P

k=1
|M0

k| = rKN . Server k, k 2 {1, . . . ,K}, needs another
Q
K (N � |M0

k|) intermediate values to execute its Q
K reducers.

These data requests can for example be satisfied by a simple
uncoded data shuffling scheme such that each of the required
intermediate values is sent over the shared link at a time,
achieving the following communication load

Luncoded(r) =
Q

K

K
X

k=1

(N � E {|M0
k|}) = QN(1� r). (2)

Let us illustrate the uncoded scheme by describing the
shuffling phase of our running word-counting example.
Example (Word-Counting: Data Shuffling via Uncoded

Scheme). Because Q = K = 4, each server executes one
reducer, i.e., Server 1 evaluates A, Server 2 evaluates B, Server
3 evaluates C, and Server 4 evaluates D.

Based on the results of the Map tasks execution (Fig. 2),
Server 1 and 2 need the values of A and B respectively in
Chapters 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. Server 3 and 4 need the values of
C and D respectively in Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. An uncoded
data shuffling is carried out as follows:

1) Server 3 sends intermediate pairs (A, 11)[7], (A, 14)[8],
(A, 10)[9], (A, 15)[10], (A, 15)[11], (A, 10)[12] and
then (B, 21)[7], (B, 21)[8], (B, 21)[9], (B, 21)[10],
(B, 21)[11], (B, 21)[12].

2) Server 2 sends intermediate pairs (C, 15)[1], (C, 15)[2],
(C, 15)[3], (C, 15)[4], (C, 15)[5], (C, 15)[6] and then
(D, 6)[1], (D, 6)[2], (D, 6)[3], (D, 6)[4], (D, 6)[5],
(D, 6)[6].

After the communication every server knows the values of
its interested word in all 12 chapters. The shuffling phase
lasts for 24 time slots and thus the communication load of
the uncoded scheme is 24, which is consistent with (2) for
N = 12, Q = 4 and r =

1
2 . Notice that, if we had employed

the conventional MapReduce approach where each subfile is
mapped at only one server, the communication load of this
particular job would have been 36 (setting N = 12 and
Q = K = 4 in (1)). ⇤

Comparing equations (1) and (2), we notice that by repeat-
edly mapping the same subfile at more than one server, the
communication load of the shuffling phase in MapReduce can
be improved by a factor of 1� 1

K
1�r , when using a simple uncoded

scheme. This improvement in the communication load results
from the fact that by mapping each subfile repeatedly at
multiple servers, the servers know rK times more intermediate
values than the conventional approach, thus requiring less
amount of communication during the shuffling phase. We
denote this gain as the repetition gain, which is due to knowing
more intermediate values locally at each server.

As we will show next, in addition to the repetition gain,



•  Careful	assignment	of	MapTasks	to	servers,	such	that	mul+cast	coding	
opportunity	of	size	r	arises	in	the	shuffling	phase	

•  Example:	K=Q=4,	N=12,	r=2	
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Key	Challenge	

Server 1 Server 2 Server 3

Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6

Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Chapter 10

Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 11
Chapter 12

Map

Server 4

Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 9
Chapter 10
Chapter 11
Chapter 12

(A,10)[1], (B,25)[1], (C,15)[1], (D,6)[1]
(A,10)[2], (B,25)[2], (C,15)[2], (D,6)[2]
(A,10)[3], (B,25)[3], (C,15)[3], (D,6)[3]
(A,10)[4], (B,25)[4], (C,15)[4], (D,6)[4]
(A,10)[5], (B,25)[5], (C,15)[5], (D,6)[5]
(A,10)[6], (B,25)[6], (C,15)[6], (D,6)[6]

(A,10)[1], (B,25)[1], (C,15)[1], (D,6)[1]
(A,10)[2], (B,25)[2], (C,15)[2], (D,6)[2]
(A,11)[7], (B,21)[7], (C,15)[7], (D,5)[7]
(A,14)[8], (B,21)[8], (C,18)[8], (D,5)[8]
(A,10)[9], (B,21)[9], (C,16)[9], (D,5)[9]
(A,15)[10], (B,21)[10], (C,17)[10], (D,5)[10]

(A,10)[3], (B,25)[3], (C,15)[3], (D,6)[3]
(A,10)[4], (B,25)[4], (C,15)[4], (D,6)[4]
(A,11)[7], (B,21)[7], (C,15)[7], (D,5)[7]
(A,14)[8], (B,21)[8], (C,18)[8], (D,5)[8]
(A,15)[11], (B,21)[11], (C,19)[11], (D,5)[11]
(A,10)[12], (B,21)[12], (C,14)[12], (D,5)[12]

(A,10)[5], (B,25)[5], (C,15)[5], (D,6)[5]
(A,10)[6], (B,25)[6], (C,15)[6], (D,6)[6]
(A,10)[9], (B,21)[9], (C,16)[9], (D,5)[9]
(A,15)[10], (B,21)[10], (C,17)[10], (D,5)[10]
(A,15)[11], (B,21)[11], (C,19)[11], (D,5)[11]
(A,10)[12], (B,21)[12], (C,14)[12], (D,5)[12]

(BC,40)[3,1] (AC,26)[7,2] (AB,39)[8,4] (AB,40)[10,6]
(C,15)[1]

(B,25)[3]

(BD,31)[5,1]

(CD,21)[5,3]

(D,6)[1]

(B,25)[5]

(D,6)[3]

(C,15)[5]

(AD,16)[9,2]

(CD,21)[9,7]

(A,11)[7]

(C,15)[2]

(A,10)[9]

(D,6)[2]

(D,5)[7]

(C,16)[9] (B,21)[11] (B,21)[12]

(C,17)[10]

(A,14)[8]

(B,25)[4]

(A,15)[11]

(D,6)[4]

(A,10)[12]

(C,15)[6]

(A,15)[10]

(B,25)[6]

(AD,21)[11,4]

(BD,26)[11,8]
(D,5)[8]

(AC,25)[12,6]

(BC,38)[12,10]

Fig. 3. The Map tasks execution of Coded MapReduce for a word-counting job. Having generated 24 (key,value) pairs, one for each word and each of the
assigned chapters, each server further generates 3 coded (key,value) pairs, each with a different color by summing up the two intermediate values with the
same color. For example at Server 1, the red coded pair (BC, 40)[3, 1] generated from (B, 25)[3] and (C, 15)[1] indicates that the number of occurrences
of B in Chapter 3 and the number of occurrences of C in Chapter 1 sum up to 40.

repeatedly mapping each subfile at multiple servers can have a
much more significant impact on reducing the communication
load of the data shuffling, which can be achieved by a more
careful assignment of Map tasks to servers and exploiting
coding in the data shuffling phase. We will next illustrate
this through a motivating example, which forms the basis of
the general Coded MapReduce framework that we will later
present in Section IV.

III. CODED MAPREDUCE: A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

In this section we motivate Coded MapReduce via a simple
example. In particular, we demonstrate through this example
that, by carefully assigning Map tasks to the servers, there will
be novel coding opportunities in the shuffling phase that can be
utilized to significantly reduce the inter-server communication
load of MapReduce.

We consider the same job of counting 4 words in a book
with 12 chapters using 4 servers. While maintaining the same
number of chapters to map at each server (6 in this case), we
consider a new Map tasks assignment as follows.
Map Tasks Assignment

Instead of using the naive assignment, the master controller
assigns the Map tasks such that M1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6},
M2 = {1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10}, M3 = {3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12}, M4 =

{5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12}. Notice that in this assignment each chap-
ter is assigned to exactly two servers and every two servers
share exactly two chapters.
Map Tasks Execution

The master controller sets r = p such that each server has to
finish mapping all assigned chapters. The execution of the Map
tasks is different from that of the naive assignment such that
after generating 4 intermediate (key,value) pairs for each of the

assigned chapters, each server generates 3 coded (key,value)
pairs as follows (see Fig. 3):

• Server 1 adds up the values of (B, 25)[3] and (C, 15)[1]

to generate a pair (BC, 40)[3, 1], adds up the values
of (B, 25)[5] and (D, 6)[1] to generate another pair
(BD, 31)[5, 1], and adds up the values of (C, 15)[5] and
(D, 6)[3] to generate a third pair (CD, 21)[5, 3],

• Server 2 adds up the values of (A, 11)[7] and (C, 15)[2]

to generate a pair (AC, 26)[7, 2], adds up the values
of (A, 10)[9] and (D, 6)[2] to generate another pair
(AD, 16)[9, 2], and adds up the values of (C, 16)[9] and
(D, 5)[7] to generate a third pair (CD, 21)[9, 7],

• Server 3 adds up the values of (A, 14)[8] and (B, 25)[4]

to generate a pair (AB, 39)[8, 4], adds up the values
of (A, 15)[11] and (D, 6)[4] to generate another pair
(AD, 21)[11, 4], and adds up the values of (B, 21)[11]

and (D, 5)[8] to generate a third pair (BD, 26)[11, 8],
• Server 4 adds up the values of (A, 15)[10] and (B, 25)[6]

to generate a pair (AB, 40)[10, 6], adds up the values
of (A, 10)[12] and (C, 15)[6] to generate another pair
(AC, 25)[12, 6], and adds up the values of (B, 21)[12]

and (C, 17)[10] to generate a third pair (BC, 38)[12, 10].
A coded pair (W1W2, x)[n1, n2] has key W1W2 and value

x, and it indicates that there are x occurrences in total of Word
W1 in Chapter n1 and Word W2 in Chapter n2.
Data Shuffling

The Reduce tasks are distributed the same as before. To
fulfill the data requests for reduction, the shuffling process
is carried out such that each server sends the 3 coded pairs
generated during Map tasks execution.

Having received all coded pairs, each server performs
an additional decoding operation before executing the final



•  Careful	assignment	of	MapTasks	to	servers,	such	that	mul+cast	coding	
opportunity	of	size	r	arises	in	the	shuffling	phase	

•  This	problem	resembles	the	prefetching	design	in	cache	networks!	

•  One	major	difference:	once	a	sub-file	is	assigned	to	a	server,	all	keys	for	
that	sub-file	should	be	calculated	at	that	server	

•  A	random	(uniform)	assignment	approach	s+ll	works!		
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Key	Challenge	

A1# A2# A3#

B1# B2# B3#
C1# C2# C3#

A1# B1# C1# A2# B2# C2# A3# B3# C3#

A2�B1%

A3�C1%

B3�C2%

Maddah-Ali-Niessen, 2014  Ji-Caire-Molisch, 2014  



•  Assign	the	task	of	mapping	each	subfile	to	r	servers	
1.  Par++on	the	N	subfiles	into									batches,	each	contains	g	subfiles	

•  Suppose																						for	some	integer	g	

2.  Assign	each	batch	to	a	unique	subset	of	r	servers	
	

•  Word-Coun+ng	example:	
•  N	=	6,	K	=	3,	r	=	2							3	batches,	each	contains	2	subfiles		
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Coded	MapReduce:	Map	Tasks	Assignment	

)

Server 1 Server 2 Server 3

Chapter 1
Chapter 2

Chapter 3
Chapter 4

Chapter 5
Chapter 6

Batch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3

✓
K

r

◆

N = g

✓
K

r

◆



•  We	show	that	for	each	subset	S	of	r+1	devices	
•  Each	device	can	sa+sfy	the	demand	of	the	remaining	r	devices	with	only	a	single	

coded	mul+cast	transmission	

•  Word-Coun+ng	example:	S	=	{1,2,3}	
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Coded	MapReduce:	Coding	Opportuni+es	

lim
N!1

LCMR(r)

LMR
=

✓
1� r � 1

K � 1

◆
· 1
r)
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Coded	MapReduce:	Communica+on	Load	

lim
N!1

LCMR(r)

LMR
=

✓
1� r � 1

K � 1

◆
· 1
r

r	

communica+on	load	

LMR	

computa+on	load	
0

Uncoded	

Coded	MapReduce	



•  When	mapping	a	subfile,	the	server	knows	the	intermediate	values	of	all	
keys	in	that	subfile	

•  Communica+on	Load	is	independent	of	key	distribu+on	
•  First	cut	

•  Repeat	for	Server	2	and	3	
•  			

•  In	general:		
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Cut-set	Lower	Bounds	on	Communica+on	
Load	

Server 1: count A

Server 2: count B Server 3: count C

(A,a1)[1], (B,b1)[1], (C,c1)[1]
(A,a2)[2], (B,b2)[2], (C,c2)[2]
(A,a3)[3], (B,b3)[3], (C,c3)[3]
(A,a4)[4], (B,b4)[4], (C,c4)[4]

Server 1: count B Server 1: count C

Server 2: count C Server 3: count A Server 2: count A Server 3: count B

Map outcomes of Server 1:

needs 6F bits needs 6F bits needs 6F bits

Communication Load L = R1 +R2 +R3 � 3 = LCMR

L(r) � QN

K
· K � r

K � 1



•  Second	cut	
•  Focus	on	the	first	s																	servers	
•  Consider															key	distribu+ons	on	these	s	servers	
•  For	example	K	=	Q	=	4,	choose	s	=	2	

•  In	general:		
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Cut-set	Lower	Bounds	on	Communica+on	
Load	cont.	

The image cannot be 
displayed. Your computer 
may not have enough 
memory to open the 

The image cannot 
be displayed. Your 
computer may not 
have enough 

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image 
may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you 
may have to delete the image and then insert it again.



•  Using	cut-set	type	bounds,	we	obtain	

•  Communica+on	load	of	Coded	MapReduce:	
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Approximate	Op+mality	of	Coded	MapReduce	

L⇤
(r) � QN

K
·max

(
K � r

K � 1

, max

s2{1,...,K}
s

 
1� r

bK
s c

!)

Theorem: For any MapReduce job of using K servers to evaluate Q keys in

an input file consisting of N subfiles, where each subfile is repetitively assigned

to p (p  K) servers, and is randomly and uniformly mapped at r (r  p) of

those servers, the proposed Coded MapReduce scheme achieves the minimum

communication load up to a constant multiplicative factor. More precisely:

lim
N!1

LCMR(r)

L⇤(r)
< 3 +

p
5

LCMR(r) =
QN

K

· K � r

r

+ o(N)



•  Coded	MapReduce	provides	a	near	op+mal	framework	for	trading	
“compu+ng”	with	“communica+on”	in	distributed	compu+ng	

•  Many	future	direc+ons:	
•  Impact	of	Coded	MapReduce	on	the	overall	run-+me	of	MapReduce	
•  General	server	topologies	
•  Mul+-phase	MapReduce		
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Concluding	Remarks	

r"

communica*on"load"

LMR"

computa*on"load"
0

Uncoded"

Coded"MapReduce"


